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a sensible guide to program management professional pgmp success is for
program managers preparing to take the pgmp exam based on the standard for
program management 4th edition pgm4 standard it is designed for busy
professionals whose responsibilities have taken them into the realm of
coordinating facilitating managing and leading programs program managers are
leaders who are directly managing large amounts of project resources for
their organizations this study guide addresses three main concerns facing
pgmp exam candidates what are the essential concepts processes and tools that
form the foundation of today s program management since program management is
still an emerging profession with professionals often working in different
ways what does this mean for a standard exam more specifically how does that
impact your ability to pass the pgmp exam what is the best way to prepare for
the pgmp exam to address the first concern this book highlights the
underlying rationale for program management why it exists in organizations
why it is becoming ever more important what programs are especially for the
purpose of passing the exam how to think like a portfolio manager and what
the most important concepts processes and tools are for this profession by
simplifying complex ideas and communicating them in plain english with
relevant examples this book aims to help readers not only to pass the pgmp
exam but also to serve as an essential guide for program managers for the
second concern this book differs from other study guides by describing the
author s personal experience as a program manager and addressing the most
pressing questions for each of the performance domains in the standard for
program management to address the last concern this book contains 420
practice questions access to an online exam simulator and an online pgmp
community and a time tested approach for passing the pgmp exam examines what
it means to be a responsible professional including the sorts of things
thoughtful conscientious people ought to perceive and care about this highly
anticipated second edition features two all new chapters including the human
brain and social threat impact on patients and health care professionals and
how do i know what skill to use both chapters result from what the authors
have learned from their interactions over the past six years with their
students and health care professionals the authors have applied motivational
interviewing to the complex behavior change that is central to patients being
able to manage chronic illnesses such as diabetes high blood pressure high
cholesterol and osteoporosis this book identifies critical interactional
dynamics to assist health care providers hcp s in developing a conversational
flow with the patient how does empathic understanding create a relationship
that allows patients to discuss barriers and benefits to managing their
illnesses how can the hcp guide patients to choices they can make to manage
their illnesses how do we encourage patients to talk about how they make
sense of their illnesses and what is happening to them using mi will enable
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you to communicate with your patients in a clear concise and sensible way
that helps open your patients to the possibility of behavior change by using
the tools and skills in this revised second edition you can have a greater
impact on improving your patient outcomes key features two new chapters
address the human brain and social threat and how to know what mi skills to
use provides a practical step by step approach to the use of mi skills and
tools in all practice settings includes multiple dialogues between hcps and
patients to illustrate the use of mi skills and tools case studies vividly
demonstrate the application of mi through extensive dialogues with video
links review questions at the end of each chapter underscore key concepts
divorce doesn t have to be a messy and tragic process especially when there
are children involved in fact research shows that about 20 of divorces are
amicable couples with minor children who have good communication skills and a
focus on long term outcomes for their children can work together effectively
to resolve differences and make the transition as smooth as possible written
by a psychologist and a divorce lawyer with nearly 100 years of experience
working with divorcing spouses and families this research based book provides
a roadmap for having a sensible divorce that focuses on the long term goals
of both parties don t let the emotions of the separation get in the way of
making the best decisions for your future use the knowledge and skills in
this book to guide you through the process benzodiazepines are psychotropic
drugs used to treat a variety of disorders including anxiety panic attacks
insomnia and muscle spasm an inter governmental meeting of policy makers and
health experts in europe was held in january 2001 to discuss a variety of
issues relating to their use including the level of consumption both legally
prescribed and through illegal use risks of abuse and dependence the
regulatory situation and drug control measures the text of a draft resolution
adopted by the meeting on the appropriate use of benzodiazepines is also
contained in the document fxstreet com s 2013 best book award the sensible
guide to forex safer smarter ways to survive and prosper from the start is
written for the risk averse mainstream retail investor or trader seeking a
more effective way to tap forex markets to improve returns and hedge currency
risk as the most widely held currencies are being devalued they re taking
your portfolio down with them unless you re prepared for traders the book
focuses on reducing the high risk complexity and time demands normally
associated with forex trading for long term investors it concentrates on how
to hedge currency risk by diversifying portfolios into the strongest
currencies for lower risk and higher capital gains and income the usual forex
materials don t provide practical answers for most retail traders or longer
term investors virtually all forex trading materials focus on time consuming
high leverage high risk methods at which most traders fail materials about
long term investing in foreign assets rarely take into account the prospects
of the related currency a falling currency can turn an otherwise good
investment into a bad one throughout the book the emphasis is on planning and
executing only low risk high potential yield trades or investments and
avoiding serious losses at all costs packed with richly illustrated examples
every step of the way and including additional appendices and references to
online resources the book is the ultimate guide to forex for retail traders
and investors seeking to tap forex markets for better currency
diversification and income provides traders with safer smarter less complex
and time consuming ways to trade forex with higher odds of success these
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include the use of such increasingly popular new instruments like forex
binary options and social trading accounts that mimic expert traders shows
investors how to identify the currencies most likely to hold or increase
their value and provides a wealth of ideas about how to apply that knowledge
to a long term low maintenance portfolio for both income and capital
appreciation helps anyone seeking an asset class with low correlation to
other markets by explaining how the very nature of forex markets means that
regardless of market conditions there s always a playable trend somewhere
regardless of what other asset markets are doing and how to find and exploit
it for a short term trade or a long term investment in a currency pair stock
bond or other asset the sensible guide to forex is only book that teaches
mainstream risk averse investors and traders how to build a portfolio that s
diversified by currency exposure as well as by asset class and sector via a
variety of safer simpler methods to suit different needs risk tolerances and
levels of expertise written by cliff wachtel a 30 year financial market
writer advisor and analyst the sensible guide to forex offers practical
solutions to the above dilemmas faced by every serious prudent investor a
must own for any informed investor but don t take out word for it see
advanced reviews at thesensibleguidetoforex com review principle based
investing is the belief that principles must guide our long term investment
decisions and that predictions are useless regardless of the source
principles are the foundation of sensible investing they are what allow us to
ignore the day to day noise and emotional clatter that can jeopardize
rational thinking and sound investment decision making in this sensible well
reasoned book alan skrainka draws on his many years as a successful
investment manager to describe the process he has followed to help investors
attain their specific objectives these principles provide the guidance to
enable investors to set a logical course stay on course and gain the
advantages of a sound long term investment program take these lessons to
heart they ll make your investment voyage easier and more successful clearly
the proof is in the principles this congressional hearing discusses
legislation that would require health warnings to be included in
advertisements of alcoholic beverages opening statements are included from
senators hollings burns danforth thurmond and simon and from representative
kennedy testimony is included from two panels of witnesses whose members
include 1 dean smith university of north carolina 2 joseph wright children s
national medical center 3 michael dorris parent of a child born with fetal
alcohol syndrome 4 joyce brune mother whose daughter died from alcohol
poisoning 5 lawrence wallack director of public health school of public
health university of california at berkeley 6 steven shiffrin law professor
cornell university law school 7 edward fritts president and chief executive
officer national association of broadcasters 8 jeffrey becker vice president
alcohol issues beer institute 9 fred meister president and chief executive
officer distilled spirits council of the united states 10 robert koch vice
president federal government relations wine institute 11 burt neuborne
professor new york university school of law and 12 martin block integrated
marketing communications prepared statements and relevant materials are
appended nb this book looks at the sensible and meaningful role of self
review in creating sustainable improvement in all areas across secondary
schools it outlines a self review approach focussed on key principles which
ensure this approach is transparent purposeful does not negatively impact on
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workload that does not use the same approach for all teams and that does
actually result in clear ideas for school improvement it discusses claims of
effective self review including that it challenges thinking leads to
improvement incorporates a range of stakeholders skills people up and helps
build professional communities the book is full of examples and case studies
so that the reader can transfer some of these ideas to their context discuss
them at meetings and help generate new ideas it challenges the deep dive
approach as something that should be left to ofsted and instead suggests that
leaders should know daily what is happening in their schools and instead work
with staff to design self review activities that are bespoke and fit for
purpose the main theme is around improve not prove where stakeholders feel
involved valued and empowered to be change makers at a range of scales it
examines how effective self review can reduce workload and support
improvements in wellbeing as each week beings more stories of doctors lawyers
and other professionals abusing their powers while clients demand extra
services as at a time of shrinking resources it is imperative that all
practising professionals have an understanding of professional ethics in the
ground of profesional ethics daryl koehn discusses the practical issues in
depth such as the level of service clients can justifiably expect from
professionals when service to a client may be legitimately terminated and
circumstances in which client confidences can be broken she argues that while
clients may legitimately expect professionals to promote their interests
professionals are not morally bound to do whatever a client wants the ground
of professional ethics is important reading for all practising professionals
as well as those who study or have an interest in the subject of professional
ethics business writing can be particularly difficult to get right and far
too many people resort to deathly dull jargon and nonsense buzz words to try
to get their point across in twenty six ways of looking at a blackberry john
simmons proposes that in order to create business communication that is truly
engaging writing needs to be more expressive and adventurous for young
aspiring brands as well as big corporate brands the book explores ways that
everyone involved with communicating a brand s values marketers advertisers
pr people and so on can focus on the potential of language to reach their
goals to illustrate this the author has taken a piece of generic business
writing the base text and rewritten it in 26 different ways each following a
constraint for example as a fairy story without using the letter e written in
the style of dickens as a letter to a friend as a six word story as a sonnet
in each case simmons looks at what effect that particular constraint has on
the writing how it helps or hinders and what lessons can be drawn from the
exercise that can be applied to business writing in different situations
anthropologists of the senses have long argued that cultures differ in their
sensory registers this groundbreaking volume applies this idea to material
culture and the social practices that endow objects with meanings in both
colonial and postcolonial relationships it challenges the privileged position
of the sense of vision in the analysis of material culture contributors argue
that vision can only be understood in relation to the other senses in this
they present another challenge to the assumed western five sense model and
show how our understanding of material culture in both historical and
contemporary contexts might be reconfigured if we consider the role of smell
taste touch and sound as well as sight in making meanings about objects a
critical inquiry into the value and experience of participation in design
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research in taking a part john mccarthy and peter wright consider a series of
boundary pushing research projects in human computer interaction hci in which
the design of digital technology is used to inquire into participative
experience mccarthy and wright view all of these projects which range from
the public and performative to the private and interpersonal through the
critical lens of participation taking participation in all its variety as the
generative and critical concept allows them to examine the projects as a part
of a coherent responsive movement allied with other emerging movements in diy
culture and participatory art their investigation leads them to rethink such
traditional hci categories as designer and user maker and developer
researcher and participant characterizing these relationships instead as
mutually responsive and dialogical mccarthy and wright explore four genres of
participation understanding the other building relationships belonging in
community and participating in publics and they examine participatory
projects that exemplify each genre these include the humanaquarium a
participatory musical performance the personhood project in which a
researcher and a couple explored the experience of living with dementia the
prayer companion project which developed a technology to inform the prayer
life of cloistered nuns and the development of social media to support
participatory publics in settings that range from reality game show fans to
on line deliberative democracies die reihe cinepoetics essay erkundet
poetische logiken audiovisueller bilder wobei die behandelten gegenstände
thematisch eng gefasst aus persönlicher perspektive beleuchtet oder unter
einem bestimmten ästhetischen kulturhistorischen oder theoretischen
gesichtspunkt betrachtet werden die reihe bietet einer breiten leserschaft in
kompakter form zugänge zu figurationen medialer erfahrung und führt sie auf
diese weise an ein verständnis der vielfalt filmischen denkens heran bitte
beachten sie auch die englischsprachige degruyter com serial cine 20e b html
und die deutschsprachige cinepoetics schriftenreihe degruyter com serial cine
b html in these times of rapid change and constant upheaval can we learn to
think and communicate more effectively at home in school on the job and as
citizens in the larger world this book which is based on the formulations of
general semantics says yes yes and yes topics in it include practical ways to
improve your thinking ability emotional self management creativity and
analysis of important social issues buyer beware reading this book could
result in serious improvements in your approach to self to others and to the
ways you interact with the world andrea johnson president institute of
general semantics this book provides a highly practical guide for problem
solving decision making interpersonal relations and personal fulfillment
steve stockdale executive director institute of general semantics sensible
thinking for turbulent times brings the great ideas of general semantics into
the 21st century in a clear and accessible manner lance strate president
media ecology association martin levinson has done an excellent job of
applying sensible thinking to current problems our culture needs this book
gregg hoffmann author of searching for unmediated truth this book offers a
sound approach to the problems of everyday living highly recommended judith
feld m d president western chapter new york psychiatric society the sensible
sleep solution and the cotss techniques outlined in this book have been
devised and successfully used for many years by dr sarah blunden in her sleep
clinic and by angie willcocks in her psychology practice contrary to
traditional belief entrepreneurism is not just about making money nor is it
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merely about starting up a venture or owning a small business it is a way of
life applicable to all human economic activities living on a planet with
finite resources humanity is sustainable only if there is constant pursuit of
innovation and creativity not just for personal gain but also for the common
good this book provides concise definitions of entrepreneurism
entrepreneurship entrepreneur and entrepreneurial for education and
application within the framework of the market economy acts as a signpost
pointing the way toward balancing the short term need for survival with the
long term need for sustainable growth and serves as a philosophical beacon
that will guide individuals particularly business leaders toward actions in
the interest of humanity a rigorous analysis of how competence is measured in
professional and vocational education highlighting the fundamental flaws of
the current system and providing innovative suggestions as to how they might
be rectified sensible eating why you need to master your food choices and
take control was written to guide and assist people with their eating habits
and their food choices provides information on career development the online
office document creation telecommunications business english business law
information management and other topics the innovativesensible stock
investingblends the best practices from the major schools of stock investing
into a simplified step by step guide for the individual investor for the
millions of individual stock investors who want to improve their results and
for beginners who want to get started on the right foot sensible stock
investing how to pick value and manage stocks is a comprehensive yet easy to
follow guide written for the busy individual sensible stock investing
presents the investment process in three phases rating companies for their
intrinsic soundness valuing stocks to find advantageous purchase prices and
managing a portfolio once it is established author david van knapp breaks
these stages into discrete steps and shows how the individual investor in
just a few hours per month can outperform most mutual funds by investing
intelligently and minimizing risk at every stage as you will see from the two
actual proven portfolios described in sensible stock investing you don t have
to be a mathematical genius or investment professional to succeed in the
stock market whether you are an experienced investor or just getting started
sensible stock investing describes straightforward methods provides the forms
and tools you need and shows you what to do every step of the way to
successfully navigate the stock market with intelligent investment practices
for more information visit sensiblestocks com in 42 rules of sensible
investing 2nd edition leon shirman shares his practical insights on personal
investment strategies and philosophies and on picking winning stocks these
views are heavily influenced by successful long term approaches used by
modern investing legends such as benjamin graham warren buffett and peter
lynch the book provides a checklist of concise practical and sensible rules
that are indispensable in assessing investment ideas you will read about
investing principles that can be used to evaluate your portfolio and
immediately implement changes if necessary some rules are common sense advice
some you may have already heard about and some could definitely cause
controversy why index funds perform better than most other actively managed
funds how diversification can sometimes be a bad idea why long term investing
in stocks is less risky than in bonds or bills why it makes sense to stay
invested at all times how simple process of stock picking is better than a
complex one the commonsense by the numbers approach of professional photoshop
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has shaped the workflows of a generation of photoshop experts this new
edition the first in nearly five years is completely updated for the age of
digital photography it continues the book s tradition of introducing
astoundingly effective previously unknown methods of image enhancement the
original photographs found in the book come from a variety of professional
sources and all correction exercises are on the included cd professional
photoshop has changed radically from edition to edition and this time is no
exception with almost 90 percent new content and completely overhauled
coverage of curves channel blending and sharpening professional photoshop
offers a full explanation of how curves bring out detail in the most
important areas of the imagen a comprehensive strategy for blending channels
to create deeper stronger images the strengths and weaknesses of cmyk lab and
rgb and when to use each one the first detailed look at the shadow highlight
command and even more sophis ticated ways to enhance contrast in the lightest
and darkest parts of the imagen sharpening strategies in three full chapters
including the innovative hiraloam method high radius low amount plus a
fiendishly effective method of merging hiraloam and conventional unsharp
masking the realities and the politics of preparing files for commercial
offset printing and how to deal with colors that are out of the press s gamut
what camera raw and similar acquisition modules can offer typical problems of
digital captures that were not found in the age of film and how to correct
for them winner business book awards 2018 selling the dream category
competitive bidding for work is a long established aspect of business within
the professional services and consulting sector for many markets pitching has
become a critical element of both attracting and retaining business combating
clients demands and intense competition firms that want to win and retain
business need business development and marketing teams that are experts in
creating compelling proposals strategic tendering for professional services
offers a masterclass in improving your pitching skills and processes drawing
on insights from current pitch and proposal professionals and client side
procurement teams strategic tendering for professional services provides end
to end best practice guidance from the crucial decision of which request for
proposals rfps to respond to right through to the all important face to face
presentation and post pitch follow up this practical handbook leads readers
through all stages of the process on best practice and strategies for success
packed with practical features to help readers put guidance into practice
strategic tendering for professional services also supports business wide
improvement with a clear analysis of the processes and systems available to
support pitch assembly and reporting whether you are a bid and proposal
professional looking for extra tools a business development or marketing
manager providing support and expertise to partners or a professional wanting
to improve pitching skills this book will be key to winning opportunities
that will set the firm apart discretion has re emerged as an issue of central
importance for welfare professionals over the last two decades in the face of
an intensification of management culture across the public sector this book
presents an innovative framework for the analysis of discretion offering
three accounts of the managerial role the domination model the street level
model and the author s alternative discursive perspective these different
regimes of discretion are examined through a case study within a social
services department comparing and contrasting social work discretion in an
older persons team and a mental health team this innovative theoretical and
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empirical analysis will be of great interest to postgraduate students and
researchers in social work and related disciplines including social policy
public administration and organizational studies as well as professionals in
social work health and education each one of us has views about education how
discipline should function how individuals learn how they should be motivated
what intelligence is and the structures content and subjects of the
curriculum perhaps the most important beliefs that beginning teachers bring
with them are their notions about what constitutes good teaching the
scholarship of teaching requires that beginning teachers should examine
evaluate these views in the light of knowledge currently available about the
curriculum and instruction and decide their future actions on the basis of
that analysis such evaluations are best undertaken when classrooms are
treated as laboratories of inquiry research where teachers establish what
works best for them two instructor centred and two learner centred
philosophies of knowledge curriculum and instruction are used to discern the
fundamental basic questions that engineering educators should answer in
respect of their own beliefs and practice they point to a series of classroom
activities that will enable them to challenge their own beliefs and at the
same time affirm develop or change their philosophies of knowledge curriculum
and instruction explains construction professional practice in an appealing
succinct and relatively informal way this book details the management of
construction projects from beginning to end concentrating on the principles
underlying what construction professionals like architects do it covers the
entire process from the initial meetings with clients through the design
recruitment of a contractor contract management construction and handover all
without referencing legal cases contract clause numbers laws statutes or the
complex jargon that can muddle comprehension the first part of professional
practice for architects and project managers offers enlightening chapters
that cover professional standards perks of the job bonds and parent company
guarantees office meetings letter writing the riba plan of work and building
information modelling bim the second section teaches all about dealing with
the clients and includes chapters that discuss the extent of services fee
negotiations conflicts of interest and more next the book looks at such on
the job responsibilities as surveys ground investigations cost estimates work
schedules letters of intent etc the final section goes over everything
readers need to know about dealing with a building contract in progress
informing them about advance payments insurance site inspections contractor
disputes terminations final certificates and more details the entire process
of managing a construction project including dealing with clients the design
process running a construction project and more highlights what the
construction professionals do in their positions shows how principles of
construction management are applied in practice written in a reader friendly
and accessible way professional practice for architects and project managers
is an excellent resource for architects and other construction professionals
such as contract administrators project managers quantity surveyors and
contractors asterisk is the leading open source telephony application and pbx
software solution it represents an effective easy to administer and
accessible platform for running enterprise telephony requirements the real
world however offers numerous hurdles when running asterisk in the commercial
environment including call routing resilience or integrating asterisk with
other systems this book will show you some of the ways to overcome these
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problems as the follow up to packt s highly successful 2005 title building
telephony systems with asterisk this book presents the collected wisdom of
asterisk professionals in the commercial environment aimed at administrators
and asterisk consultants who are comfortable with the basics of asterisk
operation and installation this book covers numerous hands on topics such as
call routing network considerations scalability and resilience all the while
providing practical solutions and suggestions it also covers more business
related areas like billing solutions and a winning sales technique even if
your interest or experience with asterisk is lower level this book will
provide a deeper understanding of how asterisk operates in the real world
asterisk is deployed across countless enterprises globally running on linux
it has constantly demonstrated its resilience stability and scalability and
is now the advanced communication solution of choice to many organizations
and consultants with a foreword from mark spencer the man behind asterisk
this book presents the accumulated wisdom of three leading asterisk
consultants and shows the reader how to get the most out of asterisk in the
commercial environment over the course of eleven chapters this book
introduces the reader to topics as diverse as advanced dial plans network
considerations and call routing through to localization dahdi speech
technology and working with a gui the book also covers the more nebulous
aspects of being an asterisk professional such as evaluating customer
requirements and pitching for contracts this book represents the wisdom and
thoughts of front line consultants the knowledge they impart will prove
informative thought provoking and be of lasting interest to asterisk
professionals the international handbook of research in professional and
practice based learning discusses what constitutes professionalism examines
the concepts and practices of professional and practice based learning
including associated research traditions and educational provisions it also
explores professional learning in institutions of higher and vocational
education as well the practice settings where professionals work and learn
focusing on both initial and ongoing development and how that learning is
assessed the handbook features research from expert contributors in education
studies of the professions and accounts of research methodologies from a
range of informing disciplines it is organized in two parts the first part
sets out conceptions of professionalism at work how professions work and
learning can be understood and examines the kinds of institutional practices
organized for developing occupational capacities the second part focuses on
procedural issues associated with learning for and through professional
practice and how assessment of professional capacities might progress the key
premise of this handbook is that during both initial and ongoing professional
development individual learning processes are influenced and shaped through
their professional environment and practices moreover in turn the practice
and processes of learning through practice are shaped by their development
all of which are required to be understood through a range of research
orientations methods and findings this handbook will appeal to academics
working in fields of professional practice including those who are concerned
about developing these capacities in their students in addition students and
research students will also find this handbook a key reference resource to
the field with aids projected to be the number one global health problem for
years to come this book is a valuable resource for those engaged with the
wide range of issues the pandemic raises aids ethics and religion brings
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together carefully selected articles and essays by those on the front lines
doctors and pastoral ministers scientists and specialists that clearly state
the challenges and emphasize the requirements for medical social and
religious ministry around the globe religion is under attack humanists
secularists and atheists depict believers as deluded and dangerous the aim of
this book is to challenge this perception sensible religion defends the
validity and emphasises the excitement of the religious quest across the
faiths it demonstrates that the practice of sensible religion is often a
courageous path pitted against religious extremism and secularism written by
committed believers from the major world s faiths the book endorses the term
sensible as expressing religious reasonableness as well as sensitivity to
criticism and new insights followers of the different traditions live
ordinary lives in the mainstream of the world this volume therefore addresses
beliefs and the manner in which these convictions relate to social political
and ethical action countering the argument that religion is at root extremist
and irrational sensible religion brings together thoughtful and critical
reflections by leading thinkers about humanity s spiritual quest learn how to
manage your alcohol use simply and effectively for many drinking can be a
pleasurable acceptable and harmless social activity however if you regularly
drink more than is sensible you may find that it impacts on your health
emotional wellbeing relationships and your ability to work there are many
reasons why we drink and this self help guide uses clinically proven
cognitive behavioural therapy cbt techniques to help you to work out your own
reasons and to start taking control of your alcohol use understand what is
sensible alcohol use build the motivation to change your habits tackle
thoughts about drinking manage setbacks
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The Sensible Guide to Program Management
Professional (PgMP)® Success
2021-07-27

a sensible guide to program management professional pgmp success is for
program managers preparing to take the pgmp exam based on the standard for
program management 4th edition pgm4 standard it is designed for busy
professionals whose responsibilities have taken them into the realm of
coordinating facilitating managing and leading programs program managers are
leaders who are directly managing large amounts of project resources for
their organizations this study guide addresses three main concerns facing
pgmp exam candidates what are the essential concepts processes and tools that
form the foundation of today s program management since program management is
still an emerging profession with professionals often working in different
ways what does this mean for a standard exam more specifically how does that
impact your ability to pass the pgmp exam what is the best way to prepare for
the pgmp exam to address the first concern this book highlights the
underlying rationale for program management why it exists in organizations
why it is becoming ever more important what programs are especially for the
purpose of passing the exam how to think like a portfolio manager and what
the most important concepts processes and tools are for this profession by
simplifying complex ideas and communicating them in plain english with
relevant examples this book aims to help readers not only to pass the pgmp
exam but also to serve as an essential guide for program managers for the
second concern this book differs from other study guides by describing the
author s personal experience as a program manager and addressing the most
pressing questions for each of the performance domains in the standard for
program management to address the last concern this book contains 420
practice questions access to an online exam simulator and an online pgmp
community and a time tested approach for passing the pgmp exam

Professional Integrity
2006

examines what it means to be a responsible professional including the sorts
of things thoughtful conscientious people ought to perceive and care about

Motivational Interviewing for Health Care
Professionals
2019-12-16

this highly anticipated second edition features two all new chapters
including the human brain and social threat impact on patients and health
care professionals and how do i know what skill to use both chapters result
from what the authors have learned from their interactions over the past six
years with their students and health care professionals the authors have
applied motivational interviewing to the complex behavior change that is
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central to patients being able to manage chronic illnesses such as diabetes
high blood pressure high cholesterol and osteoporosis this book identifies
critical interactional dynamics to assist health care providers hcp s in
developing a conversational flow with the patient how does empathic
understanding create a relationship that allows patients to discuss barriers
and benefits to managing their illnesses how can the hcp guide patients to
choices they can make to manage their illnesses how do we encourage patients
to talk about how they make sense of their illnesses and what is happening to
them using mi will enable you to communicate with your patients in a clear
concise and sensible way that helps open your patients to the possibility of
behavior change by using the tools and skills in this revised second edition
you can have a greater impact on improving your patient outcomes key features
two new chapters address the human brain and social threat and how to know
what mi skills to use provides a practical step by step approach to the use
of mi skills and tools in all practice settings includes multiple dialogues
between hcps and patients to illustrate the use of mi skills and tools case
studies vividly demonstrate the application of mi through extensive dialogues
with video links review questions at the end of each chapter underscore key
concepts

Planning a Sensible Divorce
2024-05-24

divorce doesn t have to be a messy and tragic process especially when there
are children involved in fact research shows that about 20 of divorces are
amicable couples with minor children who have good communication skills and a
focus on long term outcomes for their children can work together effectively
to resolve differences and make the transition as smooth as possible written
by a psychologist and a divorce lawyer with nearly 100 years of experience
working with divorcing spouses and families this research based book provides
a roadmap for having a sensible divorce that focuses on the long term goals
of both parties don t let the emotions of the separation get in the way of
making the best decisions for your future use the knowledge and skills in
this book to guide you through the process

Contribution to the Sensible Use of Benzodiazepines
2001-01-01

benzodiazepines are psychotropic drugs used to treat a variety of disorders
including anxiety panic attacks insomnia and muscle spasm an inter
governmental meeting of policy makers and health experts in europe was held
in january 2001 to discuss a variety of issues relating to their use
including the level of consumption both legally prescribed and through
illegal use risks of abuse and dependence the regulatory situation and drug
control measures the text of a draft resolution adopted by the meeting on the
appropriate use of benzodiazepines is also contained in the document
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The Sensible Guide to Forex
2012-09-04

fxstreet com s 2013 best book award the sensible guide to forex safer smarter
ways to survive and prosper from the start is written for the risk averse
mainstream retail investor or trader seeking a more effective way to tap
forex markets to improve returns and hedge currency risk as the most widely
held currencies are being devalued they re taking your portfolio down with
them unless you re prepared for traders the book focuses on reducing the high
risk complexity and time demands normally associated with forex trading for
long term investors it concentrates on how to hedge currency risk by
diversifying portfolios into the strongest currencies for lower risk and
higher capital gains and income the usual forex materials don t provide
practical answers for most retail traders or longer term investors virtually
all forex trading materials focus on time consuming high leverage high risk
methods at which most traders fail materials about long term investing in
foreign assets rarely take into account the prospects of the related currency
a falling currency can turn an otherwise good investment into a bad one
throughout the book the emphasis is on planning and executing only low risk
high potential yield trades or investments and avoiding serious losses at all
costs packed with richly illustrated examples every step of the way and
including additional appendices and references to online resources the book
is the ultimate guide to forex for retail traders and investors seeking to
tap forex markets for better currency diversification and income provides
traders with safer smarter less complex and time consuming ways to trade
forex with higher odds of success these include the use of such increasingly
popular new instruments like forex binary options and social trading accounts
that mimic expert traders shows investors how to identify the currencies most
likely to hold or increase their value and provides a wealth of ideas about
how to apply that knowledge to a long term low maintenance portfolio for both
income and capital appreciation helps anyone seeking an asset class with low
correlation to other markets by explaining how the very nature of forex
markets means that regardless of market conditions there s always a playable
trend somewhere regardless of what other asset markets are doing and how to
find and exploit it for a short term trade or a long term investment in a
currency pair stock bond or other asset the sensible guide to forex is only
book that teaches mainstream risk averse investors and traders how to build a
portfolio that s diversified by currency exposure as well as by asset class
and sector via a variety of safer simpler methods to suit different needs
risk tolerances and levels of expertise written by cliff wachtel a 30 year
financial market writer advisor and analyst the sensible guide to forex
offers practical solutions to the above dilemmas faced by every serious
prudent investor a must own for any informed investor but don t take out word
for it see advanced reviews at thesensibleguidetoforex com review

Principle Based Investing: A Sensible Guide to
Investment Success
2014-06-19
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principle based investing is the belief that principles must guide our long
term investment decisions and that predictions are useless regardless of the
source principles are the foundation of sensible investing they are what
allow us to ignore the day to day noise and emotional clatter that can
jeopardize rational thinking and sound investment decision making in this
sensible well reasoned book alan skrainka draws on his many years as a
successful investment manager to describe the process he has followed to help
investors attain their specific objectives these principles provide the
guidance to enable investors to set a logical course stay on course and gain
the advantages of a sound long term investment program take these lessons to
heart they ll make your investment voyage easier and more successful clearly
the proof is in the principles

S. 674, the Sensible Advertising and Family
Education Act
1993

this congressional hearing discusses legislation that would require health
warnings to be included in advertisements of alcoholic beverages opening
statements are included from senators hollings burns danforth thurmond and
simon and from representative kennedy testimony is included from two panels
of witnesses whose members include 1 dean smith university of north carolina
2 joseph wright children s national medical center 3 michael dorris parent of
a child born with fetal alcohol syndrome 4 joyce brune mother whose daughter
died from alcohol poisoning 5 lawrence wallack director of public health
school of public health university of california at berkeley 6 steven
shiffrin law professor cornell university law school 7 edward fritts
president and chief executive officer national association of broadcasters 8
jeffrey becker vice president alcohol issues beer institute 9 fred meister
president and chief executive officer distilled spirits council of the united
states 10 robert koch vice president federal government relations wine
institute 11 burt neuborne professor new york university school of law and 12
martin block integrated marketing communications prepared statements and
relevant materials are appended nb

School self-review – a sensible approach: How to
know and tell the story of your school
2022-11-04

this book looks at the sensible and meaningful role of self review in
creating sustainable improvement in all areas across secondary schools it
outlines a self review approach focussed on key principles which ensure this
approach is transparent purposeful does not negatively impact on workload
that does not use the same approach for all teams and that does actually
result in clear ideas for school improvement it discusses claims of effective
self review including that it challenges thinking leads to improvement
incorporates a range of stakeholders skills people up and helps build
professional communities the book is full of examples and case studies so
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that the reader can transfer some of these ideas to their context discuss
them at meetings and help generate new ideas it challenges the deep dive
approach as something that should be left to ofsted and instead suggests that
leaders should know daily what is happening in their schools and instead work
with staff to design self review activities that are bespoke and fit for
purpose the main theme is around improve not prove where stakeholders feel
involved valued and empowered to be change makers at a range of scales it
examines how effective self review can reduce workload and support
improvements in wellbeing

The Ground of Professional Ethics
2006-05-23

as each week beings more stories of doctors lawyers and other professionals
abusing their powers while clients demand extra services as at a time of
shrinking resources it is imperative that all practising professionals have
an understanding of professional ethics in the ground of profesional ethics
daryl koehn discusses the practical issues in depth such as the level of
service clients can justifiably expect from professionals when service to a
client may be legitimately terminated and circumstances in which client
confidences can be broken she argues that while clients may legitimately
expect professionals to promote their interests professionals are not morally
bound to do whatever a client wants the ground of professional ethics is
important reading for all practising professionals as well as those who study
or have an interest in the subject of professional ethics

The Sensible Girl's Guide to Emigrating Elegantly
2010-02-15

business writing can be particularly difficult to get right and far too many
people resort to deathly dull jargon and nonsense buzz words to try to get
their point across in twenty six ways of looking at a blackberry john simmons
proposes that in order to create business communication that is truly
engaging writing needs to be more expressive and adventurous for young
aspiring brands as well as big corporate brands the book explores ways that
everyone involved with communicating a brand s values marketers advertisers
pr people and so on can focus on the potential of language to reach their
goals to illustrate this the author has taken a piece of generic business
writing the base text and rewritten it in 26 different ways each following a
constraint for example as a fairy story without using the letter e written in
the style of dickens as a letter to a friend as a six word story as a sonnet
in each case simmons looks at what effect that particular constraint has on
the writing how it helps or hinders and what lessons can be drawn from the
exercise that can be applied to business writing in different situations

Sensible Objects
2020-05-31
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anthropologists of the senses have long argued that cultures differ in their
sensory registers this groundbreaking volume applies this idea to material
culture and the social practices that endow objects with meanings in both
colonial and postcolonial relationships it challenges the privileged position
of the sense of vision in the analysis of material culture contributors argue
that vision can only be understood in relation to the other senses in this
they present another challenge to the assumed western five sense model and
show how our understanding of material culture in both historical and
contemporary contexts might be reconfigured if we consider the role of smell
taste touch and sound as well as sight in making meanings about objects

Taking [A]part
2015-02-20

a critical inquiry into the value and experience of participation in design
research in taking a part john mccarthy and peter wright consider a series of
boundary pushing research projects in human computer interaction hci in which
the design of digital technology is used to inquire into participative
experience mccarthy and wright view all of these projects which range from
the public and performative to the private and interpersonal through the
critical lens of participation taking participation in all its variety as the
generative and critical concept allows them to examine the projects as a part
of a coherent responsive movement allied with other emerging movements in diy
culture and participatory art their investigation leads them to rethink such
traditional hci categories as designer and user maker and developer
researcher and participant characterizing these relationships instead as
mutually responsive and dialogical mccarthy and wright explore four genres of
participation understanding the other building relationships belonging in
community and participating in publics and they examine participatory
projects that exemplify each genre these include the humanaquarium a
participatory musical performance the personhood project in which a
researcher and a couple explored the experience of living with dementia the
prayer companion project which developed a technology to inform the prayer
life of cloistered nuns and the development of social media to support
participatory publics in settings that range from reality game show fans to
on line deliberative democracies

Mapping the Sensible
2022-12-19

die reihe cinepoetics essay erkundet poetische logiken audiovisueller bilder
wobei die behandelten gegenstände thematisch eng gefasst aus persönlicher
perspektive beleuchtet oder unter einem bestimmten ästhetischen
kulturhistorischen oder theoretischen gesichtspunkt betrachtet werden die
reihe bietet einer breiten leserschaft in kompakter form zugänge zu
figurationen medialer erfahrung und führt sie auf diese weise an ein
verständnis der vielfalt filmischen denkens heran bitte beachten sie auch die
englischsprachige degruyter com serial cine 20e b html und die
deutschsprachige cinepoetics schriftenreihe degruyter com serial cine b html
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Sensible Thinking for Turbulent Times
2006-06-06

in these times of rapid change and constant upheaval can we learn to think
and communicate more effectively at home in school on the job and as citizens
in the larger world this book which is based on the formulations of general
semantics says yes yes and yes topics in it include practical ways to improve
your thinking ability emotional self management creativity and analysis of
important social issues buyer beware reading this book could result in
serious improvements in your approach to self to others and to the ways you
interact with the world andrea johnson president institute of general
semantics this book provides a highly practical guide for problem solving
decision making interpersonal relations and personal fulfillment steve
stockdale executive director institute of general semantics sensible thinking
for turbulent times brings the great ideas of general semantics into the 21st
century in a clear and accessible manner lance strate president media ecology
association martin levinson has done an excellent job of applying sensible
thinking to current problems our culture needs this book gregg hoffmann
author of searching for unmediated truth this book offers a sound approach to
the problems of everyday living highly recommended judith feld m d president
western chapter new york psychiatric society

The Sensible Sleep Solution
2012

the sensible sleep solution and the cotss techniques outlined in this book
have been devised and successfully used for many years by dr sarah blunden in
her sleep clinic and by angie willcocks in her psychology practice

Entrepreneurism: A Philosophy And A Sensible
Alternative For The Market Economy
2002-12-10

contrary to traditional belief entrepreneurism is not just about making money
nor is it merely about starting up a venture or owning a small business it is
a way of life applicable to all human economic activities living on a planet
with finite resources humanity is sustainable only if there is constant
pursuit of innovation and creativity not just for personal gain but also for
the common good this book provides concise definitions of entrepreneurism
entrepreneurship entrepreneur and entrepreneurial for education and
application within the framework of the market economy acts as a signpost
pointing the way toward balancing the short term need for survival with the
long term need for sustainable growth and serves as a philosophical beacon
that will guide individuals particularly business leaders toward actions in
the interest of humanity
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Vocational and Professional Capability
2009-12-22

a rigorous analysis of how competence is measured in professional and
vocational education highlighting the fundamental flaws of the current system
and providing innovative suggestions as to how they might be rectified

Sensible Eating
2010-07-14

sensible eating why you need to master your food choices and take control was
written to guide and assist people with their eating habits and their food
choices

The New Office Professional's Handbook
2001

provides information on career development the online office document
creation telecommunications business english business law information
management and other topics

Sensible Stock Investing
2006-07

the innovativesensible stock investingblends the best practices from the
major schools of stock investing into a simplified step by step guide for the
individual investor

Sensible Stock Investing
2008-03-05

for the millions of individual stock investors who want to improve their
results and for beginners who want to get started on the right foot sensible
stock investing how to pick value and manage stocks is a comprehensive yet
easy to follow guide written for the busy individual sensible stock investing
presents the investment process in three phases rating companies for their
intrinsic soundness valuing stocks to find advantageous purchase prices and
managing a portfolio once it is established author david van knapp breaks
these stages into discrete steps and shows how the individual investor in
just a few hours per month can outperform most mutual funds by investing
intelligently and minimizing risk at every stage as you will see from the two
actual proven portfolios described in sensible stock investing you don t have
to be a mathematical genius or investment professional to succeed in the
stock market whether you are an experienced investor or just getting started
sensible stock investing describes straightforward methods provides the forms
and tools you need and shows you what to do every step of the way to
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successfully navigate the stock market with intelligent investment practices
for more information visit sensiblestocks com

42 Rules of Sensible Investing (2nd Edition)
2012-11

in 42 rules of sensible investing 2nd edition leon shirman shares his
practical insights on personal investment strategies and philosophies and on
picking winning stocks these views are heavily influenced by successful long
term approaches used by modern investing legends such as benjamin graham
warren buffett and peter lynch the book provides a checklist of concise
practical and sensible rules that are indispensable in assessing investment
ideas you will read about investing principles that can be used to evaluate
your portfolio and immediately implement changes if necessary some rules are
common sense advice some you may have already heard about and some could
definitely cause controversy why index funds perform better than most other
actively managed funds how diversification can sometimes be a bad idea why
long term investing in stocks is less risky than in bonds or bills why it
makes sense to stay invested at all times how simple process of stock picking
is better than a complex one

Professional Notes
1889

the commonsense by the numbers approach of professional photoshop has shaped
the workflows of a generation of photoshop experts this new edition the first
in nearly five years is completely updated for the age of digital photography
it continues the book s tradition of introducing astoundingly effective
previously unknown methods of image enhancement the original photographs
found in the book come from a variety of professional sources and all
correction exercises are on the included cd professional photoshop has
changed radically from edition to edition and this time is no exception with
almost 90 percent new content and completely overhauled coverage of curves
channel blending and sharpening professional photoshop offers a full
explanation of how curves bring out detail in the most important areas of the
imagen a comprehensive strategy for blending channels to create deeper
stronger images the strengths and weaknesses of cmyk lab and rgb and when to
use each one the first detailed look at the shadow highlight command and even
more sophis ticated ways to enhance contrast in the lightest and darkest
parts of the imagen sharpening strategies in three full chapters including
the innovative hiraloam method high radius low amount plus a fiendishly
effective method of merging hiraloam and conventional unsharp masking the
realities and the politics of preparing files for commercial offset printing
and how to deal with colors that are out of the press s gamut what camera raw
and similar acquisition modules can offer typical problems of digital
captures that were not found in the age of film and how to correct for them
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Professional Papers
1888

winner business book awards 2018 selling the dream category competitive
bidding for work is a long established aspect of business within the
professional services and consulting sector for many markets pitching has
become a critical element of both attracting and retaining business combating
clients demands and intense competition firms that want to win and retain
business need business development and marketing teams that are experts in
creating compelling proposals strategic tendering for professional services
offers a masterclass in improving your pitching skills and processes drawing
on insights from current pitch and proposal professionals and client side
procurement teams strategic tendering for professional services provides end
to end best practice guidance from the crucial decision of which request for
proposals rfps to respond to right through to the all important face to face
presentation and post pitch follow up this practical handbook leads readers
through all stages of the process on best practice and strategies for success
packed with practical features to help readers put guidance into practice
strategic tendering for professional services also supports business wide
improvement with a clear analysis of the processes and systems available to
support pitch assembly and reporting whether you are a bid and proposal
professional looking for extra tools a business development or marketing
manager providing support and expertise to partners or a professional wanting
to improve pitching skills this book will be key to winning opportunities
that will set the firm apart

Professional Photoshop
2006-11-20

discretion has re emerged as an issue of central importance for welfare
professionals over the last two decades in the face of an intensification of
management culture across the public sector this book presents an innovative
framework for the analysis of discretion offering three accounts of the
managerial role the domination model the street level model and the author s
alternative discursive perspective these different regimes of discretion are
examined through a case study within a social services department comparing
and contrasting social work discretion in an older persons team and a mental
health team this innovative theoretical and empirical analysis will be of
great interest to postgraduate students and researchers in social work and
related disciplines including social policy public administration and
organizational studies as well as professionals in social work health and
education

Strategic Tendering for Professional Services
2017-03-03

each one of us has views about education how discipline should function how
individuals learn how they should be motivated what intelligence is and the
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structures content and subjects of the curriculum perhaps the most important
beliefs that beginning teachers bring with them are their notions about what
constitutes good teaching the scholarship of teaching requires that beginning
teachers should examine evaluate these views in the light of knowledge
currently available about the curriculum and instruction and decide their
future actions on the basis of that analysis such evaluations are best
undertaken when classrooms are treated as laboratories of inquiry research
where teachers establish what works best for them two instructor centred and
two learner centred philosophies of knowledge curriculum and instruction are
used to discern the fundamental basic questions that engineering educators
should answer in respect of their own beliefs and practice they point to a
series of classroom activities that will enable them to challenge their own
beliefs and at the same time affirm develop or change their philosophies of
knowledge curriculum and instruction

Professional Discretion in Welfare Services
2016-04-15

explains construction professional practice in an appealing succinct and
relatively informal way this book details the management of construction
projects from beginning to end concentrating on the principles underlying
what construction professionals like architects do it covers the entire
process from the initial meetings with clients through the design recruitment
of a contractor contract management construction and handover all without
referencing legal cases contract clause numbers laws statutes or the complex
jargon that can muddle comprehension the first part of professional practice
for architects and project managers offers enlightening chapters that cover
professional standards perks of the job bonds and parent company guarantees
office meetings letter writing the riba plan of work and building information
modelling bim the second section teaches all about dealing with the clients
and includes chapters that discuss the extent of services fee negotiations
conflicts of interest and more next the book looks at such on the job
responsibilities as surveys ground investigations cost estimates work
schedules letters of intent etc the final section goes over everything
readers need to know about dealing with a building contract in progress
informing them about advance payments insurance site inspections contractor
disputes terminations final certificates and more details the entire process
of managing a construction project including dealing with clients the design
process running a construction project and more highlights what the
construction professionals do in their positions shows how principles of
construction management are applied in practice written in a reader friendly
and accessible way professional practice for architects and project managers
is an excellent resource for architects and other construction professionals
such as contract administrators project managers quantity surveyors and
contractors

Empowering Professional Teaching in Engineering
2022-05-31
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asterisk is the leading open source telephony application and pbx software
solution it represents an effective easy to administer and accessible
platform for running enterprise telephony requirements the real world however
offers numerous hurdles when running asterisk in the commercial environment
including call routing resilience or integrating asterisk with other systems
this book will show you some of the ways to overcome these problems as the
follow up to packt s highly successful 2005 title building telephony systems
with asterisk this book presents the collected wisdom of asterisk
professionals in the commercial environment aimed at administrators and
asterisk consultants who are comfortable with the basics of asterisk
operation and installation this book covers numerous hands on topics such as
call routing network considerations scalability and resilience all the while
providing practical solutions and suggestions it also covers more business
related areas like billing solutions and a winning sales technique even if
your interest or experience with asterisk is lower level this book will
provide a deeper understanding of how asterisk operates in the real world
asterisk is deployed across countless enterprises globally running on linux
it has constantly demonstrated its resilience stability and scalability and
is now the advanced communication solution of choice to many organizations
and consultants with a foreword from mark spencer the man behind asterisk
this book presents the accumulated wisdom of three leading asterisk
consultants and shows the reader how to get the most out of asterisk in the
commercial environment over the course of eleven chapters this book
introduces the reader to topics as diverse as advanced dial plans network
considerations and call routing through to localization dahdi speech
technology and working with a gui the book also covers the more nebulous
aspects of being an asterisk professional such as evaluating customer
requirements and pitching for contracts this book represents the wisdom and
thoughts of front line consultants the knowledge they impart will prove
informative thought provoking and be of lasting interest to asterisk
professionals

Geological Survey Professional Paper
1982

the international handbook of research in professional and practice based
learning discusses what constitutes professionalism examines the concepts and
practices of professional and practice based learning including associated
research traditions and educational provisions it also explores professional
learning in institutions of higher and vocational education as well the
practice settings where professionals work and learn focusing on both initial
and ongoing development and how that learning is assessed the handbook
features research from expert contributors in education studies of the
professions and accounts of research methodologies from a range of informing
disciplines it is organized in two parts the first part sets out conceptions
of professionalism at work how professions work and learning can be
understood and examines the kinds of institutional practices organized for
developing occupational capacities the second part focuses on procedural
issues associated with learning for and through professional practice and how
assessment of professional capacities might progress the key premise of this
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handbook is that during both initial and ongoing professional development
individual learning processes are influenced and shaped through their
professional environment and practices moreover in turn the practice and
processes of learning through practice are shaped by their development all of
which are required to be understood through a range of research orientations
methods and findings this handbook will appeal to academics working in fields
of professional practice including those who are concerned about developing
these capacities in their students in addition students and research students
will also find this handbook a key reference resource to the field

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering
1879

with aids projected to be the number one global health problem for years to
come this book is a valuable resource for those engaged with the wide range
of issues the pandemic raises aids ethics and religion brings together
carefully selected articles and essays by those on the front lines doctors
and pastoral ministers scientists and specialists that clearly state the
challenges and emphasize the requirements for medical social and religious
ministry

Professional Papers of the Signal Service
1881

around the globe religion is under attack humanists secularists and atheists
depict believers as deluded and dangerous the aim of this book is to
challenge this perception sensible religion defends the validity and
emphasises the excitement of the religious quest across the faiths it
demonstrates that the practice of sensible religion is often a courageous
path pitted against religious extremism and secularism written by committed
believers from the major world s faiths the book endorses the term sensible
as expressing religious reasonableness as well as sensitivity to criticism
and new insights followers of the different traditions live ordinary lives in
the mainstream of the world this volume therefore addresses beliefs and the
manner in which these convictions relate to social political and ethical
action countering the argument that religion is at root extremist and
irrational sensible religion brings together thoughtful and critical
reflections by leading thinkers about humanity s spiritual quest

Professional Practice for Architects and Project
Managers
2020-01-21

learn how to manage your alcohol use simply and effectively for many drinking
can be a pleasurable acceptable and harmless social activity however if you
regularly drink more than is sensible you may find that it impacts on your
health emotional wellbeing relationships and your ability to work there are
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many reasons why we drink and this self help guide uses clinically proven
cognitive behavioural therapy cbt techniques to help you to work out your own
reasons and to start taking control of your alcohol use understand what is
sensible alcohol use build the motivation to change your habits tackle
thoughts about drinking manage setbacks

Professional Journal of the United States Army
1974

Asterisk 1. 4 - the Professional's Guide
2009-08-10

International Handbook of Research in Professional
and Practice-based Learning
2014-07-15

Aids, Ethics & Religion
1994

Sensible Religion
2016-04-01

Professional Papers of the Signal Service, No.
1-16, 18: Report on the toronadoes of May 29 and
30, 1879, in Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, and Iowa,
by J.P. Finley. 1881
1881

An Introduction to Sensible Drinking
2011-04-21
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